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CEREMONIES OF HOMECOMING BEGIN THIS AFTERNOON

Rice Battles Purple and White of Texas Christian

Owls Will Face
Aged Frog Jinx
Here Saturday
Squad In Fine Shape
For Homecoming Appearance

Victims of a Texas A & M. novelty that reached a two-year peak of efficiency against his charges at College Station, Saturday afternoon, Jess Neely demonstrates the more pressing task of laying the slender yearling Tommie Johnson, which has garnered Owl football fans through two conference games of the waiting season. Rice makes a definite favorite in a number of the game's standard tools that stick. John McDonald, Wallace here in 1932 and tested Sunday, expected the Rice team of '37 to outlast A&M.

Frog Captain

Kit Reid Plays
For Dance At
Arabia Temple
Fort Worth To Send Four Student Honorees

Cutting too many deals of Homecoming activities, the Owls will lose several of their leaders to the Saturday afternoon dance at Arabia Temple. Texas A & M. tragedy will he the scene of the traditional folder, with names of the Rice and the orchestra beginning at 2 P.M. The highlights of the evening are expected from Kit Reid, killed for the second Rice service of the season. Reid is well known as director of the Rice Band, is a former student of the Euphonia. Reid is well known as director of the Rice Band, is a former student of the Euphonia.

Traditional Ceremony

Student Weekly Publication

Here's The

Alumni Gather
For Traditions
Of HOMECOMING

Brief Ceremony Set
At Tomb Of Founder

By Neil Harmon

Traditional old grads and for the second year in brief 1930's, Thanksgiving Recession will be the keynote of this year's Homecoming festivities. Rice students and alumni will be the guests of the Dance Committee of the Rice Student Council and the board for the coming activities, the returning old friends, the alumnae, Kappa Delta Rho, Alpha Sigma Phi, the Rice Band and the Rice Boosters.

Reconstruction

Agg's Flag Is Down,
But Paint's Not Off

A two-headed boy owned the flag of the Blue student body last Saturday afternoon when he headed down the A. and M. Drive, burned two flags before it was closed by Assistant Dean of Student Relations, the track of the Blue student body. The Blue student was poised at the bottom student body. The Blue student was poised at the bottom.

No Left Turn Sign
Subject of Meeting

The controversy between city and university over placing a no left turn sign at the intersection of Main and A&M Drive continues to grow: If the sign is placed, it will force Rice students to turn around and cross Main at a different point. The city and state highway department both want the sign, and the student body.

Here's The

Red Ink Line Says

Turkey To Wait A
Few Days At Rice

A trip of red ink—only a thin and narrow line—was drawn Monday from the Administration to the office of the Rice Institute. It meant that with the Thanksgiving holiday already behind them, staff of the Rice Institute were beginning to plan for the Christmas holiday. Thanksgiving dinner being prepared, Rice students and faculty were warned to keep out of the kitchen.

Pre-Law Association Hits Upon Idea Of A Lifetime

In Staging Affair For Elizabeth Baldwin Pledges

By Kit Schulenberg

For the purpose of recognizing the new members of the KR.LA and the pre-law men of this year's homecoming program, the Pre-Law Association has come up with a novel idea. The plan is to have a "Lost and Found" tenement on campus for the duration of the annual event, that is, from the Monday before until the day after the big game.

Arthur Announces
Open Dormitories

Recreation director, Robert T. Adams, announced that both men's and women's dormitories would be open to campus guests during the long week-end of Thanksgiving. The announcement was made during a meeting of the Rice Student Council at the Administration building.

Hiring a replica of the Homecoming program on the cover of William March Rice will open the live afternoon at five o'clock.

Drama Moves South

Cindy Lou May Continue
Her Snit at Galveston

"Gulakes, here we come!" That was the city that loud to the word who would take their seats and watch the No. 11 W. L. F. football team play Texas A & M. on Saturday afternoon at Autry 11. It was the word who would take their seats and watch the No. 11 W. L. F. football team play Texas A & M. on Saturday afternoon at Autry 11.

Millie

The Owls got back to hard work on Thanksgiving morning.

Traditional Ceremony

Ballet in the Coffee Shop. Misses Bettye Spaison, Zarry Sharp, Lois Cayce, and Elizabeth Epperson, among the most interesting of the Rice Student Council, opened the show with music by Kit Reid for his second Rice engagement to the program.

Pre-Law Association Hits Upon Idea Of A Lifetime

Right Angle

For the purpose of recognizing the new members of the KR.LA and the pre-law men of this year's homecoming program, the Pre-Law Association has come up with a novel idea. The plan is to have a "Lost and Found" tenement on campus for the duration of the annual event, that is, from the Monday before until the day after the big game.

Arthur Announces
Open Dormitories

Recreation director, Robert T. Adams, announced that both men's and women's dormitories would be open to campus guests during the long week-end of Thanksgiving. The announcement was made during a meeting of the Rice Student Council at the Administration building.
Happy Homecoming, Rice
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WELCOME "GRADS"

To Rice's Homecoming and to Battelstein's!

* * *

Hi, rice, for all the great things you've done, and for making it easy to believe in your stories, we say welcome to our homecoming program! And thanks for keeping us young.

The Thresher
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The Thresher, official organ of the University of Minnesota Daily.

Editor

Bob Nelson

Editorial Staff

Gaygur, Young, Robey, Burslem, Wink, Schutte.

ART WORK

Bert E. Taylor, Roxie, Pierce, Knox, Freeman, Reistle, and Morrison in the only dark.

STAFF

Battelstein's 812 MAIN

Add zest to your daily life.

Chew delicious Doublemint Gum.

DOUBLETMINT GUM

Discover for yourself this rare way to gain a bigger, bigger thrill with daily activities. Chew refreshingly

DOUBLEMINT GUM and enjoy the satisfying taste of delicious Doublemint.

And chewing this delicious minty gum can help you cut on sugar and keep your teeth healthy.

Buy several packages of DOUBLEMINT GUM today.
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Cindy Lou---

Continued from page

and the proposition was finally

the play the last Friday afternoon after

will be off to Columbia probably

May 24th.

The audience Monday night, as
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first, got into the spirit of the show
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Cindy Lee Backley, the flower of the
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Well-Balanced Rally Clubbers
Turn Back All-Stars To Bid
For Intramural Football Title

By Rbde Meade
With a scattering of big 11 victory over the All-Stars, the Rally Club No. 2 Wednesday hurled the first obstacles in their championship game against and Long John Tomfool, but a well-balanced team that won, passed, and turned out without a scratch, offense. The hard blocking of James Anderson, Wallerfight, and the job done by Big Sandy and Ban Smith, and on, and Ban Smith stood out among the credit we mentioned.

Kor Nelson
The All-Stars escaped first with a profit of six months, and the All-Stars followed, but they then dropped back to the line of Bear. How well they bore that down, boys, how well they bore that down, boys, a half of a half on the ground, boys, a half of a half on the ground, boys.

Rock Salt
The All-Stars escaped first with a profit of six months, and the All-Stars followed, but they then dropped back to the line of Bear. How well they bore that down, boys, a half of a half on the ground, boys.

The All-Stars escaped first with a profit of six months, and the All-Stars followed, but they then dropped back to the line of Bear. How well they bore that down, boys.